An appropriately placed array of new generation neutrino detectors, in conjunction with the use of nuclear devices as a source of intense flux of neutrinos, can serve as a powerful precision probe of neutrino-oscillation parameters. If such detectors are made mobile by placing them on a criss-crossing grid of railway tracks, one may under certain hostile circumstances use them to locate nuclear powered vehicles like submarines, aircraft carriers and any other strong neutrino sources. Since neutrinos cannot be shielded, it may not be possible to escape detection.
The difficulty of detecting neutrinos did not allow us to understand the properties of neutrinos for a long time. Only recently the atmospheric neutrino data has established neutrino oscillations in the atmospheric neutrino.
1 Recent results from SNO, 2 along with the other solar neutrino experiments, 3 have then established neutrino oscillations in solar neutrinos. The neutrinoless double beta decay has also been observed.
4 All these results have narrowed down the possible neutrino mass matrices for a three-generation scenario.
5,6
The mass squared differences between different generations of neutrinos are very small and it is now realized that detecting reactor neutrinos at a distance in long baseline experiments can probe these small mass squared differences. The CHOOZ 7 and Palo Verde 9 reactor neutrinos have been detected at a distance of ∼ 1 km. In the long-baseline experiments and Kamland, neutrinos will be detected at a distance of about 200-300 km. Detecting neutrinos from reactors at a distance of about 200 km, Kamland will soon tell us if LMA is the solution for solar neutrino problem. K2K experiment already carries a baseline of 250 km.
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